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Abstract- We present a robust smart antenna processor
that is based on directions–of–arrival (DOA) estimation at
the uplink. For optimum BER performance in cellular mo-
bile radio environment we resolve all relevant paths for the
intended user, not only a single one. To increase system re-
liability, we apply separate trackers for uplink and downlink
and use a beamforming algorithm that places broad nulls
to suppress interferers as they appear realistically in the
mobile radio channel.

A performance evaluation of the eight-element array
based on a semi–stochastic directional channel model shows
that DOA estimation accurac~ is not of great concern, but
estimation robustness strongly influences BER. By adapta-
tion within every GSM frame, the processor yields a mean
noise and interference ratio (SNIR) improvement of up to
35dE in an interference limited mobile radio macro-cell envi-
ronment. The tracking algorithm gains 10cH?in mean input
SNI R at a raw BER of 1%. Our beamformer with broad nulls
has up to an order of magnitude better BER performance
thart a conventional beamformer that places sharp nulls. An-
gular diversity in uplink and spatial interleaving in downlink are
implemented to improve the link quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

Future mobile communication standards, like UMTS,
will include “hooks” (such as adequate pilot symbols) to
guarantee a less costly and more effective deployment of
smart antennas. Smart antennas are a key technology to
maximize the spectral efficiency [1] and thus facilitate high
data rates for multimedia services. Many second gener-
ation systems already exploit available capacity enhanc-
ing techniques, like frequency hopping and hierarchical cell
structures, but still are running into capacity limits due to
the rapid increase of users. Again smart antennas are a
candidate to overcome these limits.
Implementing smart antenna technology for real-time

operation is a challenge for hardware as well as for array
processing. Several approaches have been studied to intro-
duce smart antenna technology into GSM [2], IS-136 [3],
and third generation systems [4]. Most of these schemes ei-
ther include uplink processing only, or apply in uplink and
dowmlink separate algorithmic solutions. In our proposal
bot’h uplink and downlink are treated in a single homoge-
neous approach.
Today’s challenge is to bridge the gap that still exists

between the chances theory offers and real world appli-
cations. Multipath caused by building or hill reflections

introduces problems for conventional adaptive array pro-
cessing concentrating on the strongest path only. To take
full advantage of DOA–based methods, we use Unitary Es-
prit [6] and exploite all relevant paths that belong to the
intended user.
We present the Adaptive Antenna Array Processor A3P

that we successfully implemented in a GSM1800 base sta-
tion. The system works within the GSM standard and is
compatible with frequency hopping. In a first stage the
smart antenna is used to suppress co–channel interference,
i.e. we apply Spatial Filtering for Interference Reduction
(SFIR) [5].
Real-time requirements place high demands on algorith-

mic efficiency on which we have focused our signal process-
ing. This has lead to a real–time array processor capable
of processing every GSM frame, and having a run–time of
about lms.
Extensive performance evaluations based on link level

simulations demonstrate the excellent capabilities to sup-
press co–channel interference.

II. SYSTEM CONCEPT AND SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Many of today’s mobile communication systems use fre-
quency division duplex for up- and downlink transmission
(FDD) with a duplex spacing larger than the coherence
bandwidth of the mobile radio channel. This is especially
true for GSM and for UMTS W–CDMA. In such a system
the uplink and the downlink small–scale (Rayleigh) fading
is uncorrelated. Reusing the uplink weights for downlink
beamforming can lead to erroneous results. But channel
parameters like the directions-of-arrival (DOAS) and the
path loss are the same in uplink and in downlink.
Thus we base our array processing on DOA estimation

in uplink. The estimated DOAs are tracked in uplink and
in downlink separately to form antenna patterns that sup-
press co–channel interference, We introduce two useful con-
cepts into the system: angular diuersit y in the uplink beam-
forming and spatial interleaving in the downlink beamform-
ing to combat the fading.

Hardware

The base station uses a uniform linear 8–element antenna
array with a half wavelength inter–element spacing. All
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DOAE ... DOA estimation

ULBF ... uplinkbeatnformer

UID ... useridentification
DOAT ... DOA tracker
ULpBF ... uplinkpost bearnformer

DLBF ... downlinkbeamformer

Uplink weights Downlink weights

Fig. 1. Adaptive antenna array processor A3P.

eight downconverted I- and Q-signal branches are sampled
to allow full adaptation of the beamforming weights. The
Adaptive Antenna Array Processor A3P uses the calibrated
digital sampled timeslots in the uplink to calculate the an-
tenna weights for uplink and downlink beamforming. It is
implemented on a single general purpose processor (DEC
Alpha 500MHz) that presents a flexible programming envi-
ronment, while still providing enough computing power to
allow a real–time pattern adaptation in ever-y GSM frame
(4.6ms).

III. THE ADAPTIVE ANTENNA ARRAY PROCESSOR A3P

The array processing is based on a DOA estimation
(DCIAE). For each estimated DOA we extract, with the up-
link beamformer (U LB F), a spatially resolved signal (up-
link spatial pre-filtering), containing only the midamble
(training sequence). These spatially resolved midambles
are then fed to the user identification (U ID) that decides
whether a D OA belongs to a user or to an interferer. The
so identified user DOAs are the input to an uplink and a
downlink tracker (DOAT). The tracked user DOAs and the
interferer DOAs are used to determine the weight vectors
for the final post beamforming. A beamforming algorithm
puts a main beam into the wanted user direction, while
placing deep broad nulls into the direction of the interfer-
ers and maintaining a low sidelobe level. In the following
we will discuss each of the subprocedures (DOAE, ULBF,
. . . ) in more detail.

A. DOA estimation

Estimating the DOAs is a well known problem in signal
processing [7]. The input to the estimator is the calibrated
baseband measurement matrix

X=[xt, Xt, . . . xtN ],

Unitary ESPRIT Unitary ESPRIT with subspace tracking

EVD PASTd
solution of the Invariance Equation

spatial frequency estimation

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF THE SUBSPACE-BASED DOA ESTIMATORS. (EVD .

BIGENVALUE DECOMPOSITION)

where xt~, 1 < n < N = 148 is a column vector with M
elements corresponding to the n–th temporal snapshot of
the antenna array. M is the number of sensors. A baseband
measurement matrix X corresponds to one GSM timeslot.
We implemented three different algorithms, two

subspace–based approaches and one spectral–based ap-
proach. The subspace-based algorithms are Unitary ES-
PRIT [6], and Unitary ESPRIT with subspuce tracking.
Unitary ESPRIT estimates the signal subspace by means

of an eigenvalue decomposition. From this estimated signal
subspace the DOAs are calculated by solving the Invariance
Equation and a subsequent spatial frequency estimation
(see Tab. I). Instead of estimating the signal subspace, the
subspace tracker PASTd (Projection Approximation Sub-
space Tkacking and Deflation) [8] recursively tracks the sig-
nal subspace. In quasi–stationary channels the base of the
signal subspace is only sIowly time–varying. It is therefore
more efficient to track those changes than to perform a full
subspace estimation every burst. In both algorithms the
model order, or the number of DOAS, is estimated by an
information theoretic criterion such as Rissanen’s MDL [9].
The third algorithm is a beamforming technique.

Capon’s Beamformer [10], also known as Minimum Vari-
ance Method, attempts to minimize the power contribution
by noise and any signals coming from other directions than
0, while maintaining a fixed gain into the direction 0.
The resulting spatial power spectrum is given by

(1)

where a(6) = [1 e–~~dco$e . . . e–f~–l)~~dc”’o]~ is the
uniform linear array steering vector, k is the wavenumber,
and d the antenna element spacing. R is the sample co-
variance matrix

R= ;Xx? (2)

A lD–search in the spatial power spectrum F’(6) is neces-
sary to find the DOAs.
When the DOAS, (3Z, 1<1< L, are estimated we have to

separate the user DOAs from the interferer DOAs. Other
mobile radio applications of DOA estimators have failed
because only one DOA was considered for the user. In a
typical cellular mobile radio channel this is not sufficient.
The A3P considers all relevant paths that correspond to the
user. Our system thus tries to identify all DOAs for the
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user and exploits this information to derive weight vectors
for the final beamforming.
The next two steps are required to categorize the DOAs

found.

B. Spatial pre-filtering

The uplink beamformer ULBF extracts from X a spa-
tially resolved signal for each of the L estimated DOAs.
Thus we have to derive L weight vectors, WJ, 1 ~ 1< L,
who’s pattern steer a beam into the wanted direction E)z,
while nulling all other directions.

.
s = W&LBF Xmidamble, (3)

where

,,,,,,,,.,.,- , - ,— , - , - . -
*
time

mean power
S>-- tracker #1

— . tracker #2

—, —.-, —
%..

4.-
*

the

spatial interleaved DOA

+ Qt---m
Fig. 2. Principle of spatial interleaving at the downlink. The top

(bottom) figure sketches the tracked DOAs before (after) spatial
interleaving. The mean power of the two paths (tracked DOAs)
is plotted in the middle figure.

(4)

and Xmid.mble is the part of the baseband measurement
mat:rix X that contains the midamble (training sequence).
The reconstructed signal vectors &, 1 < i < L, contain
the spatially resolved midambles corresponding to the l-th
DOA. As weight matrix,

WULBF = [ WULBF,I W~L~F,2 . . . WULBF,L ], (5)

we apply the Moore–Penrose pseudo inverse [11] of the
estimated steering matrix.

w~L~~ = it, (6)

where

A= [ a(6)~) a(&) . . . a(6)L) ]. (7)

Tlms each weight vector wuLBF,l is constructed to get
a main beam into @l and nulls into all other estimated
DOAS.
In the next step the spatially resolved midambles are fed

to the user identification.

C. [Jser identification

The user identification U1D is based on the detection of
the spatially resolved midamble sequence to bit-level. By
comparing the received midambles with the known user mi-
damble, we calculate the number of bit errors within the
training sequence. A spatially resolved signal, and thus the
corresponding DOA, is attributed to a user, when the num-
ber of bit errors is smaller than a threshold. We so identify
not only a single user path but all paths that correspond
to the intended user. As a detector a standard sequence
estimator was applied.

D. DOA tracker

The finite angular spread in mobile radio cells can be-
come quite large, even in macro–cells [12]. This strongly
degrades the reliability of DOA estimators that rely on a
planar wave model. The larger the angular spread, the
more far–off estimates are likely. To cope with the insuffi-
cient robustness, a tracking algorithm (D OAT) is applied
that is based on a bank of Kalman filters [13].
The tracker does not only prevent far–off estimates from

disturbing the beamforming, but also prevents the DOA
estimates from changing too much between two consecu-
tive bursts. This is necessary since the mobile, in reality,
does not move far during one GSM frame (4.6ms). Hence
the variation in the DOA is negligible. Even if a path is
obstructed and disappears, it takes several frames until a
new path arises.
A3P does not include tracking of the interferer DOAs,

because the interferer situation will change from burst to
burst with frequency hopping. For uplink and for down-
Iink, separate trackers are used because the averaging in
downlink requires larger memory length.

E. Signal reconstruction - beamforming

Finally we select the DOAs for signal reconstruction from
the tracked user DOAS. We apply beamforming algorithms
[17] in uplink and in downlink that place a main beam into
the selected user DOA and broad nulls into the L – 1.di-
rections of the interferers. Note that the situation differs
significantly to the pre–spatial filtering (U LB F). After U 1D
we know whether a DOA belongs to a user or to an inter-
ferer. Also, the tracker has rendered the estimated DOAs
more reliable,

Uplink post beamformer. For the uplink post beam former
ULPBF we select the user tracker (tracked DOA) with the
strongest instantaneous power and thus implement angu-
lar selection diversity, By adaptation to the current fad-
ing situation in the uplink we can additionally exploit any
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BS

Fig. 3. Basic concept of the Geometry–based Stochastic Channel
Model. BS . . . base station, MS . . . mobile station.

decc)rrelation of two or more paths belonging to the wanted
user.

Downlink beamformer. Downlink fading is, of course, un-
known at the base station. Thus we can only use averaged
information derived from the uplink. For transmission the
DLE]F forms a beam into the direction with the largest
average power. Also note that the uplink and downlink
DOAs might differ in some situations, because at the up-
link a path might be in a fading dip, but has still the largest
mean power.
Situations with changing shadowing might be critical.

Therefore we apply spatial interleaving. Assume that there
is o~le propagation path that disappears while another path
appears (Fig. 2). In the transition phase, when the aver-
age powers of both paths are comparable, the spatial in-
terleave will alternatively switch between the two DOAs
(see Fig. 2, spatially interleaved DOAS), This will allow a
smooth transition from one DOA to the other, and prevent
staying too long with the disappearing path.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE A3P WITH A

SEMI–STOCHASTIC CHANNEL MODEL

The performance of the developed array processing algo-
rithms is evaluated by means of link level simulations with
the Geometry-based Stochastic Channel Model (GSCM)
[14], [15]. The focus lies on the uplink. The GSCM is
based on local and far scatterers. The mobile is surrounded
by local scatterers. Additionally a far scattering area may
be present. These far scatterers are far away from both
the :mobile and the base station. The distribution of these
scatterers determines channel parameters as angular spread
(AS), non-ideal correlation of the single antenna signals
due to finite AS, power delay profiles, and delay spread, and
can be set to match realistic propagation environments.

A. DOA estimation error and robustness

The DOA estimation accuracy is the RMS estimation er-
ror of the DOAs estimated when a plane wave is incident.
The accuracy of A3P’s DOA estimators is less than 1° for
an input SNR larger than –5dB [16]. The signals at the
base station, however, arrive from finite angular ranges, not
as a single plane wave. For most DOA estimators the esti-

-50J I
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Number of bursts

(a)
Unitaty ESPIRT,AS. 5°

‘“~

-50:
100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Number of bursts

(b)

Fig. 4. Effect of the angular spread on the estimation performance
of Unitary ESPRIT. (a) AS= O.5”, and (b) AS=5”.

mation errorl is then strongly affected by the AS, especially
for estimators that rely on the plane wave assumption. In
Fig. 4 we test the subspace-based Unitary ESPRIT in a
scenario with small and large AS. The mean input SNR was
set to OdB. For both cases the variation of the estimated
DOA is, as expected, in the order of the AS. More impor-
tant, the number of far–off estimates has increased signif-
icantly in the case of large AS (Fig. 4(b)). So, the DOA
estimation robustness, which describes the probability that
an DOA estimate is not far off, is the relevant quantity.
A certain threshold separates the far–off estimates from
the nearby estimates, but the threshold does influence the
robustness strongly. Evidently, if far–off estimates would
be used for beamforming the system performance would
strongly degrade.

B. Effect of tracking

For the next simulation we selected an urban macro-cell
environment (see Tab. 11, and Fig. 5(a)). Two interferer
DOAs are present. The mean input SNR is 26.5dB. We
apply A3 P with and without trackers. The resulting es-

lThe instantaneous estimation error is understood as the deviation
of the estimated DOA from the nominal DOA. The maximum in the
instantaneous angular power spectrum does, in general, not occur at
nominal DOA, when the AS is larger than the estimation accuracy.
In that case judging the estimator’s performance from its estimation
errors would be misleading.
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Fig. 5. (a) Sample channel scenario for urban macro-cell environ-
ment. User signals are incident from 50° (local scatterers, path
A) and 30° (far scatterers, path B), interferer DOAs from –20°
and 10°. (b) DOAs of 400 sample bursts. We plot the estimated
DOAs (dots) and in the first 200 bursts all tracked DOAs (solid
line). From burst 200 to 400 we illustrate the angular selection
diversity, i.e. we plot the selected user DOA for final beamform-
ing.

channel parameter value
number of local scatterers 50

radius of local scatterer disc d~s 50m
distance MS-BS 2000m

number of far scatterers 20
radius of far scatterer disc dM,$ 20m

TABLE II

CHANNEL Parameters FOR uRBAN hfAcRO-cELL Environment.

THIS RESULTS IN AN ANGULAR SPREAD OF ABOUT 5° (2° ) FOR THE

LocAL (FAR) scatterers.

timated and tracked DOAs (Fig. 5(b)) illustrate how the
system’s reliability is increased by the tracker: the user
DOAs are smooth, except when the system switches be-
tween the two paths according to the signal power (angular
diversity).
We compare the raw bit error rate (BER) performance,

i.e. without coding, of A3P with that of a single antenna
and a space diversity antenna (Fig. 6). The two diversity
antennas are spaced 16A apart; the diversity strategy is se-
lection diversity. As reference the diversity system requires
a mean input SNIR larger than 13dB to achieve a BER of
1%. A3P without tracking reaches a BER of 1% already at
Odl?mean input SNIR. Most important, A3P with tracking
gains another 10d13 in mean input SNIR.
The output SNIR (Fig. 7) for small input SNIR values

is interference limited; the SNIR gain reaches about 35dB.
In this SNIR range the A3P with tracking outperforms the
system without tracking, For smaller interference levels
the {output SNIR saturates, because the output signal–to–
nois~ratio is limited to 26.5dB+10*log10M = 35.5dB. In
this noise limited case A3 P performs irrespectively of the
tracking algorithm, because the interference suppression is

Fig. 6. Raw BER performance in an urban macro–cell environment.
We simulated about 5000 bursts for each SNIR setting. The mean
input SNR is 26.5dB throughout.

Fig. 7. Mean SNIR gain in an urban macro–cell environment. We
simulated about 5000 bursts for each SNIR setting. The mean
input SNR is 26.5dB throughout.

not the main factor any more.

C. E#ect of broad nulls

We assess the effect of the ULpBF on A3P’s raw BER
performance. We simulated 5000 bursts for various set-
tings of the AS. In the GSCM the AS is defined as the
second order moment of the angular power spectrum [18].
Here the user was located at + 10° and an equally–powered
single interferer at –ZO”. First we configure A3P to use a
beamformer with broad nulls [17] as U LPBF. As reference
beamformer we use the pseudo inverse (Eq. 6) that places
sharp, steep nulls.

Using a beamforming — or pattern synthesis — algo-
rithm that suppresses the interfering signals by placing
broad nulls, increases the system’s robustness considerably
(Fig. 8). The mean output SNIR stays near maximum for
ASS of up to 10°, which is the null width of the broad-rmll-
beamformer. In contrast, the pseudo inverse with its steep
nulls is less robust against large AS; its output SNIR de-
grades significantly for AS larger than 1°. The broad–null-
beamformer has a raw BER of up to an order of magnitude
smaller (Fig. 9) than that of the pseudo inverse.
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Fig. 8. Effect of broad null beamforming on the mean output SNIR.
Note that the mean input SNIR decreases with increasing AS
due to channel properties. The theoretical limit in mean output
SNIR is 29dB, which is a consequence of the finite mean input
!3NR of 20dB and the maximum average SNIR array gain of 9dB.
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Fig. 9. Effect of broad null beamforming on the raw BER. Because
{;he mean input SNIR decreases with increasing AS (Fig. 8) the
.BER curves should only be compared with each other at a given
.AS value.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented an optimized real–time smart antenna ar-
ray processor for cellular mobile radio communications. We
demonstrated that the shortcomings of DOA-based smart
antennas can be overcome by proper system design. Favor-
able techniques that we included are:

● pl?e–classification of multipath components with respect
to their likely quality,
● consideration of more than the strongest multipath signal
and exploitation by angular diversity,
. tracking of user DOAS to improve DOA estimation ro-
bustness,
. beamforming with broad nulls.
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For computational efficiency and balanced links similar
up– and downlink algorithms make sense. Run–time opti-
mization of algorithms lead to pattern adaptation within
lms on average with a single state–of–the–art processor.
Thus truly adaptive antenna processing is possible in ev-
ery GSM frame.
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